Produce Market Update
Week of July 5, 2019
VEGETABLE

SOURCE

MARKET INFORMATION

Asparagus

Peru, Mexico

Beans—Green

Mexico, TX, FL

Broccoli

CA, Mexico

Cabbage

CA, Mexico, FL

Carrots

CA

Cauliflower

CA AZ

Celery

CA

Corn

Mexico, FL, CA

The market is increasing. MI along with other local regions have
finished and have moved back to Peru and Mexico for product. Peru is
seasonally lighter this time of year—expect the market to be active for
a couple of weeks. Quality is good.
Supply is short and quality is fair. New crop TN beans will start soon.
Weather is favorable for better quality and volume coming up. The
market looks to slowly improve over the next 2-3 weeks.
Quality is good with occasional bruising and brown bead. Markets
remain steady on both broccoli and Broccolini. Good supply to meet
all current demand.
CA red cabbage supplies are very short. Green is performing better but
still short for this time of year.
Quality is steady, as processors watch for inconsistent sizing and stemend damage, which are normal effects of heat waves.
Quality is fair to good with occasional bruising, oversizing, and yellow
discoloration. Good supply on all packs and sizes to meet demand.
Salinas continues to move forward with supply and quality. QA is
watching for inconsistent sizing, insect damage, and black heart from
hot weather. The market is finally starting to see signs of relief with
supply improving each week.
Good supply and quality from CA.

Cucumbers

Mexico, FL,
Honduras

The market remains active with moderate supplies.

Eggplant

Mexico, CA, FL

Garlic

CA, Europe,
Mexico
Mexico, USA,
Canada

CA supplies are moderate where eastern supplies are ample with
lower markets.
CA’s storage crop is wrapping up. You may see variation in clove size,
color, and aromatics as offshore begins.
The cilantro market is active on all packs due to high heat. Poor quality
and limited availability is expected on all packs. The market is steady
with good supplies and quality on all other herbs.
All leaf and lettuce markets remain very active and challenged with
supply. Expect strong markets for the next 7-10 days. Iceberg: Fair to
good quality with discoloration, seeder, under-sizing. Leaf: Good
quality with occasional sunburn, tip burn visible, and insect pressure
and damage. Romaine: Fair to good quality with wind burn,
dehydration, insect pressure, light cupping, and dust.
Quality is fair to good with occasional dehydration, insect pressure,
and yellowing.
Markets are steady with good supply meeting all demand.

Herbs
Cilantro ALERT
Lettuce—Iceberg, Leaf,
and Romaine ALERT

CA

Lettuce—Spring Mix

CA

Mushrooms

USA, Canada,
Mexico

Onions—Red, White,
Yellow

WA, CA, TX,

Yellow onion supplies are very short but expected to improve over the
next 6 – 9 days. Red onions are meeting demand and white onions are
steady.
Quality is fair to good as temps in the growing region are warm and
supplies are tighter.
The market remains active as growers suffer from supply shortages
from bloom drop and heat. This, coupled with the lack of offshore
supplies created, an elevated market for the past three weeks. Quality
has been hit and miss from heat damage with off color and decreased
size of the snap peas.
All chilies are fairly active with Coachella supplies no longer a factor.

Onions—Green

Mexico

Peas—Snow & Snaps
ALERT

Guatemala,
Mexico, CA

Peppers—Chiles

Mexico, FL

Peppers— Green, Red
& Yellow ALERT

Mexico, FL

Potatoes—Russet

ID, WA, CO, WI

Potatoes – Red, White
& Yukon
Potatoes—Sweet

WA, ID, ND, CA,
FL
CA, MS, NC, LA

Spinach ALERT

CA

Squash—Yellow &
Zucchini

Mexico, CA, FL

Tomatoes

FL, GA, SC, CA &
México

East: GA, FL, and SC are wrapping up production. TN volume will be
available mid-July. Small lots of local fruit will be in the marketplace,
but with high color and a short shelf life. West: CA has started
production with volume increasing in the coming weeks. Mexico
volume remains light and quality varies among shippers.

FRUIT

SOURCE

MARKET INFORMATION

Apples

WA

The market is getting active as we get into the last couple of months of
storage crop and some of the specialty varieties finish up for the
season. Quality is good to very good.

The market is very active. Supplies are extremely short in the East and
West. Previous high temps have taken its toll on production. Expect
colored bells to be very short until mid-July when production begins in
the San Joaquin Valley. Quality will be fair at best due to the extreme
heat the plants went through.
The market remains strong with WA holding steady and ID 40-70cts
moving up slightly. Quality is fair to good.
The red and yellow market is very tight as regions wrap up and most
new areas will not have good volume until July 7th.
The market remains active as supplies continue to diminish. Quality is
fair to good.
Fair quality with mechanical damage, insect pressure,
e and some
yellowing and wilting are visible. Supply remains short with strong
demand.
All squash is average supply with the market remaining fairly active.

Avocados ALERT

Mexico, CA, Peru,
Dominican
Republic

Bananas

Central America

Berries—Black, Blue,
& Raspberry

Mexico, CA

Berries—Strawberry
ALERT

CA,

Citrus—Grapefruit

TX, CA

Citrus—Lemons

CA

Citrus—Limes

Mexico

Citrus—Oranges

CA

Grapes—Green & Red

Chile, Peru

Kiwifruit

CA, Italy, Greece,
Chile, N. Zealand

Melons—Cantaloupe
& Honeydew

AZ, Mexico,
Guatemala,
Honduras, Costa
Rica
CA, Mexico,
Honduras,
Guatemala

Sizing in all regions has seen a slight shift to mid-to-s
to small fruit with
larger melons being somewhat limited. Cantaloupes are primarily
12/15s currently while honeydews are mostly 6/8s.

Pears

WA,

Pineapple

Central America

The market is active as we get to the end of the Anjou season and
110ct and smaller get lighter in supply. Quality is fair to good.
The market is higher as summer supplies continue to be lighter.
Quality is good to very good.

Melons—Watermelon

There is not enough volume between Mexico, CA, and Peru to meet
demand. Mexican old crop is wrapping up quickly, CA has a historically
light crop this year, and Peru has lighter volume this season with a
slow start. The next 3–4 weeks of product will be tight, and market will
be active until the Loca crop kicks in with volume mid-to-late July.
Small fruit is extremely tight. Flexibility on size, grade and country of
origin will be needed to fill orders.
The market is steady and supplies are meeting demand. Quality is
good to very good.
Volumes are doing well on blueberries and raspberries. Blackberry
supplies are becoming shorter and expected to remain short for the
next 2 weeks.
Markets are challenged due to past weather events. Field yields
continue to drop as the fruit is deformed and not performing as they
should. Full recovery is not expected for another 2-3
3 weeks.
The market is steady with good quality.
The market is stronger and increasing on small sizes. Small sizes will be
light in supply through the summer. Quality is generally good.
We are starting to see some stylar and light color, and with the heat
and rain in Mexico, this trend should continue.
The market is steady on all sizes. Small sizes will be light in supply
through the summer. Quality is generally good.
The market has stabilized but there is still a lot of discounted poor
quality fruit in the marketplace for the next few weeks. Good quality is
available.
The market is steady with good supplies and quality.

Movement is improving but markets remain moderate.

Information is subject to market fluctuations and meant to be used only as a guide.
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